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Abstract: The idea that lifetime learning can have a significant effect on life history evolution has recently been explored using a series of artificial life simulations. These involved populations of competing individuals evolving by natural selection to learn to perform well on simplified abstract tasks, with the learning consisting of identifying regularities in their environment. In reality, there is more to learning than that type of direct individual experience, because it often includes a substantial degree of social learning that involves various forms of imitation of what other individuals have learned before them. This paper rectifies that omission by incorporating memes and imitative learning into revised versions of the previous approach. To do this reliably requires formulating and testing a general framework for meme-based simulations which will enable more complete investigations of learning as a factor in any life history evolution scenarios. It does that by simulating imitative information transfer in terms of memes being passed between individuals, and developing a process for merging that information with the (possibly inconsistent) information acquired by direct experience, leading to a consistent overall body of learning. The proposed framework is tested on a range of learning variations and a representative set of life history factors to confirm the robustness of the approach. The simulations presented illustrate the types of interactions and trade-offs that can emerge, and indicate the kinds of species specific models that could be developed with this approach in the future.
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1. Introduction

The key details of individual lifetimes clearly exhibit a wide variety across different species, with life history factors (such as growth stages, age at first reproduction, number of offspring, degree of parental investment, age of menopause, lifespan, etc.) interacting and varying in line with the relevant physical and environmental differences. This variation has emerged from evolution by natural selection, and the study of life history evolution is a well-established field that aims to understand the driving forces underlying the diversity [29, 51, 72, 76, 77, 78]. One factor that is known to be relevant [7, 51, 53, 59], but has so far received relatively little attention, is how learning within lifetimes, and learned information passed across generations, influences life history evolution. The study presented here actually began with the question of why some species are precocial, requiring little parental care, while others are altricial, requiring long-term care and protection, and why humans are particularly altricial, even compared to other primates [57]. It is clear why protection may be necessary while growing to become big and strong enough to survive independently, but is it not so clear whether learning to perform well enough to survive without protections is a significant factor. The reason why this has not been studied before is probably that it is impossible to investigate these aspects analytically, meaning one must resort to full-scale agent-based artificial life simulations, and setting up such simulations in a realistic yet computationally feasible manner has proved challenging [17]. Agent-based models of aspects of life history evolution do already exist (e.g., [76]), but the setting up of reliable simulations to answer questions about learning and protection is not so straightforward, and actually needs to be constrained by developing a robust framework that is able to model learning in life history evolution much more generally. This paper therefore presents and tests a general simulation approach that will enable informative large scale life history evolution simulations involving learning, and illustrates its power by presenting results from a series of models of the evolution of parental protection.

One of the principal difficulties with such an endeavor is in identifying appropriate simplifications that allow the artificial life simulations to explore particular issues reliably and repeatedly, without all the confounding factors inherent in real biological systems, yet remain realistic enough that useful results and predictions can emerge from them [82]. The standard approach is to concentrate on the aspects of interest, and adopt typical general purpose approximations for all the other details. For example, simulations of cooperative breeding would concentrate on the group structure and environment, and gloss over details such as individual and social learning [76]. This paper systematically develops a general framework for modeling the effects of learning, tests it and generates baseline results using the simplest specifications of the other details, while providing pointers to the numerous additional features and relaxed assumptions that may be necessary for more realistic models of specific species and environments in the future.

Artificial neural network models that learn from representative streams of input-output samples have already provided good accounts of many forms of behaviour in humans and other animals [1]. The literature is full of successful simulations of normal and abnormal learning in infants, various patterns of adult behaviour (including factors such as generalization performance, reaction times, priming, and speed-accuracy tradeoffs), and different types of brain damage and neuropsychological deficits. Such computational models have also formed the basis of artificial life simulations of whole populations of individuals that learn by experience within their world, compete with each other, and evolve by natural
selection. That in turn has led to improved accounts of particular aspects of human development and life history, such as ages at first reproduction and the periods of protection that parents often offer their offspring [17]. Those models have elucidated the trade-off between learning quickly and learning well, and demonstrated how evolution can successfully balance the trade-off by leading to the emergence of extended periods of parental protection during which learning can be completed slowly and effectively, without the interference of performance-based natural selection pressures.

Although that previous study [17] began with artificial neural network based individuals that learned from sets of training patterns, it then moved on to formulate more computationally efficient non-neural network abstractions of that kind of learning process which rendered larger scale evolutionary simulations possible. All those simulations were based on the assumption that the learning was achieved in each individual by direct experience, by identifying important patterns in the training data that represented the world they lived in. In reality, for humans and many other animal species, not all learning is by that kind of direct experience. A significant component arises by mimicry of what other individuals have learned before them, or by instruction from those other individuals [10, 19, 30, 42, 47, 48, 52, 56, 62, 65, 87, 88]. That kind of imitative or social learning is better formulated in terms of memes (i.e., elements of culture, behaviour or information) being passed between individuals [2, 6, 12]. Any complete account of the effect of learning on life history evolution will clearly need to involve both types of learning, and that means incorporating imitation and memes into the earlier simulations that only involved direct learning. There will inevitably be costs and benefits to individuals arising from both types of learning, and, as always, there will be trade-offs between them [69, 77, 78]. Even though many of the relevant trade-offs may appear clear from a theoretical point of view, the interactions will be complex, and their consequences are found to depend on the associated simulation or environment details and parameters. The only feasible way to proceed is by performing comprehensive series’ of simulations that explore the effect of the various details, establishing the range of behaviors that can emerge, and then fixing the details to match the particular species and scenarios of interest. The need to do that reliably and efficiently is where the above-mentioned general simulation framework comes in. The difficulty is that there are many crucial details that can easily cause problems if they are not dealt with carefully, and there are many potential variations to consider, some of which can lead to big differences in the results, and others that make very little difference. It is hoped that this paper, by specifying a complete simulation framework with these issues highlighted and tested in detail, will enable other researchers to set up their own reproducible simulations much more quickly and reliably.

A groundbreaking study by Higgs [43] has already attempted to simulate the evolution of learning by imitation, but that did not consider the crucial issue of how imitative learning interacts with more traditional neural learning by direct experience. Moreover, it is not even clear what is the best way to bring those two rather different forms of learning together into a single framework. An important aspect of the earlier study of learning in life history evolution [17] was the demonstration of how it is possible to abstract out almost all the details of the direct neural learning from training samples, yet still be left with an evolutionary system that results in the emergence of the same life history traits. Although that abstraction process was primarily aimed at reducing the computation times, and hence allowing more realistic larger-scale simulations, it also provides a basis for representing known information in a way that
facilitates the incorporation of both direct and imitative learning into the same framework. That is what allows this paper to introduce a parameterized account of memes and imitation into the earlier study [17], leading to a general framework for investigating the effect of both forms of learning on the various meme transmission and life history factors. Simplifications are required to provide baseline simulations that can form a robust starting point for more detailed models later, but care is taken to highlight all the crucial assumptions, approximations and design choices as the framework is developed.

The proposed approach is designed to be general enough that it can be validated by existing simple mathematical models, but also go beyond those models by relaxing the simplifications they rely on. For example, Rogers [71] considered how biology constrains culture by looking at two simplified models: one with no genetic evolution, and one with no cultural evolution. The simulation framework of this paper can be tested against those extreme cases, and also explore the continuum in between. It can also incorporate factors crucial for life history evolution simulations, such as evolving age distributions and competition between individuals of different ages, that are virtually impossible to deal with adequately in tractable mathematical models, which usually have to resort to using discrete generations [26].

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: The next section specifies the underlying life history evolution simulation framework, and the following two sections explain how the direct individual learning and imitative social learning processes can be modeled efficiently within it. Then the details and results of a series of simulations are presented that are designed to test and explore many of the key issues and variations associated with the two forms of learning. As an example of the potential of the general framework, a selection of representative life history evolution simulations are then presented. The paper ends with some discussion, conclusions and suggestions for future work in this area.

2. The Life History Evolution Framework

The agent-based artificial life approach to life history evolution generally involves simulating simplified abstract versions of real biological populations, with the simplifications driven by the questions of interest. In the current context, that means maintaining populations of individuals of various ages, each specified by a relevant set of innate parameters, that can learn from their environment during their lifetimes to improve their performance, and compete with each other for survival and to produce children. At each stage, the fitness of each individual will depend on how well it has managed to learn to perform so far. The precise environmental details, abilities required for good performance, and learned behaviors associated with them, need not be specified, as long as realistic patterns of fitness acquisition can be established. The requirement that individuals experience performance-based competition to survive and reproduce results in populations of increasing learning ability emerging due to evolution by natural selection. Moreover, since individuals of all ages are competing with each other, there is also a pressure to learn to achieve good performance quickly, to minimize the period during which they are outperformed by older individuals. The associated trade-off between speed and accuracy of learning can then lead to the evolution of risky learning strategies that do not arise in over-simplified “generational” simulation approaches which have weaker selection pressures and do not match real environments so well [15]. One of the life history factors of particular relevance to this is the period of care or protection from competitors that parents of many species offer their young [20, 55, 57]. There is an inevitable trade-off between the
costs associated with that protection and the costs of adopting quicker-but-poorer learning strategies, which evolution will balance in different ways depending on the details of the population and its environment.

The simulation framework proposed here is inherently modular, so it is straightforward to represent some factors more (or less) accurately if they are especially important (or irrelevant) for models of particular species or scenarios. Though, for reliable testing of the learning details, which are the core contribution of this paper, it helps to keep the non-learning aspects as simple as possible. Consequently, it will initially be assumed that the simulated environment contains a single species and a fixed total food resource that limits the population to a fixed size, and that population size is maintained by replacing the individuals that die by children of the best performing adults. The death rates will then need to be specified for the particular species and environment being modelled to give realistic birth rates and age distributions, and the population size determined as a compromise between computational efficiency and improved realism. Having multiple species with population sizes that vary freely according to their ability to survive and procreate is also possible, and will be required for modeling many realistic scenarios, but that would over-complicate the testing of the crucial learning features. Having a changing environment will also affect the learning strategies that emerge [26, 71], but, to facilitate the development and testing of the learning framework, the environment and the appropriate learned behaviors associated with it will be kept stable over the course of each simulation, leaving all the potential types and rates of variation to be explored in future studies.

In practical terms, the simulations simply need to maintain a set of parameter values for each individual in the population (age, performance, brain size, learning rates, parent identifiers, number of children, protection period, etc.), updating them at each time-step, and over-writing the parameters of any individuals that die with those of the children that replace them. The time-step size needs to be set so the life history of the modeled species is simulated at a sufficient level of granularity; for example, one update per simulated year might be appropriate for humans. Then each simulation run will start from the relevant random initial population, and needs to be executed for more than enough simulated years that the population averages of the various parameters and performances stabilize. Typically, a few very long test runs are performed to establish a suitable simulation length, and then many runs of a sufficient set number of simulated years are carried out so that the variance across the final populations can be established. Unless stated otherwise, all the results presented in this paper are evolving or final population averages over 20 independent runs (using different random number seeds), and the graphs have error bars representing the standard deviations over the 20 population averages.

The selection and reproduction processes will be kept the same across all the simulations in this paper, to aid fair comparisons, though there remains scope for varying these details in the future. Survival selection corresponds to the weakest individuals being more likely to die at any point in their lifetimes. Such competition-based deaths may result in real populations from a direct fight with another individual, or arise indirectly due to being an easier target for predators or being less likely to find enough food to survive. A standard tournament selection approach [27] is sufficient to model all such deaths, with an appropriate number of random pairs of individuals competing each simulated year by having their performance compared, and only the winners surviving. For the test simulations in this paper, these
performance comparisons are based purely on what the individuals have learned so far, but they could also involve performance adjustments that depend on factors such as age or how many children they are looking after. Older individuals will also be prone to dying of old age. In the preliminary simulations here, old-age deaths will take place with a constant probability each year after individuals have exceeded their species’ natural lifespan, but the framework is general enough to allow more realistic old-age death rates, potentially involving other factors including performance. The required number of children to maintain the population size are each produced from their two parents using the standard evolutionary operators of crossover and mutation, with the parents chosen each simulated year from the eligible individuals, again selected by taking the winners of performance comparisons of randomly chosen pairs of individuals [27]. Crossover corresponds to having each child’s innate parameter values (e.g., learning rates, protection period, etc.) chosen randomly from the corresponding ranges spanned by their two parents, and the mutations are random constants added to each inherited parameter to allow a significant chance of its value falling outside the parental range. Particular distributions of litter sizes, delays between offspring and mutations will need to be set in accordance with the species being modeled. In this way, diversity is maintained, but there is a tendency for the best performing individuals to survive and produce children that inherit their good features, and natural selection gradually optimizes the population for their environment. These details capture many of the key aspects of real animal populations, and although they clearly involve a great deal of simplification, they constitute a manageable level of approximation that has proved to be effective in numerous previous studies [14, 15, 16, 17, 18].

The performance of real individuals clearly depends on a whole range of interacting learned skills appropriate for their environment, but an important feature of the simulation approach here is that the details of what exactly is being learned make no difference to the life history evolution results – all that is required is a reasonably realistic mapping between the learning time and the level of performance that has been achieved. The earlier study of direct learning [17] began with a fairly typical neural network approach that approximated the full learning process using standard fully connected multi-layer perceptron neural networks trained on simple classification/categorization tasks using gradient descent. It was primarily concerned with the particular life history issue mentioned above, namely how the neural learning can affect the periods of protection that many species offer their young. Bestowing such protection clearly involves costs for the parents (or alloparents) that will often increase their own chances of dying. The specific costs will depend on the species, but in real populations will typically include the consequences of providing food, shelter, teaching and protection from predators [20, 55]. The precise details again need not be specified, as the whole protection process can be approximated sufficiently well by simply not allowing the children to die in any way that can be prevented by the protectors, such as due to lack of food or shelter, or being killed by predators or other individuals. Implementing that in the simulations is just a matter of not allowing protected children to die as a result of the performance-based competition for survival until they have reached a certain age. In real animals, the protection will rarely be that effective, but assuming this extreme case enables a clear exploration of the relevant issues, leaving the effect of less-than-perfect protection to be studied in the future. In that way, a series of simulations showed that significant learning advantages and better adult performances are achieved if the children have longer periods of protection, but only if the children are not allowed to procreate while protected.
Moreover, by treating the protection period as an innate parameter that evolves alongside the innate neural learning parameters, it was found that extended protection periods did emerge. The crucial factor is that the lack of competition, either to survive or reproduce, means that learning can proceed more slowly and reliably. The associated cost to the child is the reduced period remaining for reproduction, so a compromise protection period evolves which balances the reduced procreation period with the improved learning and associated increased chances of surviving and being chosen as a parent. That trade-off was also shown to depend on other life history factors, such as the average life-span. In that case, instead of the protection period remaining at a fixed duration determined by the learning task complexity, an increased life-span meant a longer potential procreation period, and more of that could be given up in return for improved learned performance throughout adulthood.

The original aim of this study was to establish whether those general results persist for more complete accounts of learning, that include imitative social learning as well as direct individual neural learning. To do that requires a modeling framework which can accommodate both direct and imitative learning, and formulating and testing that has ended up being another important outcome of the study.

3. Modeling the Direct Individual Neural Learning Process

For large-scale life history evolution simulations involving learning to be computationally feasible, it is necessary to model the learning process with something far less time consuming than standard gradient descent-based neural network training. A key achievement of the earlier study [17] was the demonstration that it is possible to approximate complete neural learning processes by a single performance level that varies with age in a simple parameterized fashion, without changing the qualitative patterns of life history evolution that emerge. This idea is taken even further here, by combining into a single measure of performance all the numerous abilities an individual needs to learn to perform well in their natural environment, but the approach and key simulation results, outlined in this section, are essentially the same as in that earlier study [17]. Later sections will show how this can be transformed into the new models that include imitative learning.

There are several considerations that narrow down the choice of function of age to represent the direct individual learning process. Although expertise acquisition will obviously be rather species specific, there are known commonalities across species [37], so a simple “general purpose” function would be an appropriate starting point. Also, the performance improvements brought about by learning should be separated from the eventual decline that is usually associated with old age [37]. In fact, much learning in later life is about compensating for physical deterioration, and that may need to appear explicitly in some future models, but it would be an unwanted source of confounding factors that is best avoided for the initial models of this paper. A suitable compromise is to require a simple monotonic function that eventually levels off, much like a smoothed version of the learning curves typically found in neural network models. Thus, it will be assumed that knowledge is acquired at an approximately constant rate, so the performance rises approximately linearly with age, till an appropriate maximum level is reached. The associated time granularity of the simulations is something that needs to be set in line with the lifetimes being modeled, so the performance increases are relatively smooth. In this paper, all population details will be updated once per simulated year, which is reasonable for human-like life-spans. Then, to
avoid potential complications of performance scales that vary during evolution, it will be assumed that the learned knowledge simply ranges from 0 to 100% at each stage of evolution. Finally, to reflect the nature of real environments, a certain degree of stochasticity is required.

These considerations lead to having individual learned performances that increase from 0 to 100% in steps drawn randomly each simulated year from the range \([0, 2\delta]\). That means the learning will be completed in an Expected Learning Time (ELT) of \(100/\delta\), and the population mean performances in life history evolution simulations for particular fixed values of the learning rate \(\delta\) will fall almost linearly with that ELT. If protection periods are allowed to evolve in the simulations, they rise approximately linearly with the ELT, because there is no need for parental protection after perfect performance has been learned, though the linearity fails if the ELT reaches the point at which individuals start dying of old age [17]. Not surprisingly, the best mean performances are achieved when the learning is fastest, with very high learning rates \(\delta\) and very low ELT, which allows all the individuals to achieve perfect performance before their first round of competition to survive or procreate. Consequently, if the learning rate \(\delta\) is allowed to evolve, it quickly takes on very high values leading to very low ELT, so that if the protection period is also allowed to evolve, it quickly drops to zero [17]. That is clearly unrealistic, because it is not possible with real neural processing to just keep on increasing the learning rate parameter (e.g., gradient descent step size) and expect the learning time to decrease with it. Eventually, at some point that depends on the given learning task, the increasing step size causes the learning process (e.g., the approximation to true gradient descent) to break down, with a consequent deterioration in learning performance. In that case, an evolutionary process is able to identify optimal values for the learning parameters [15], and having slower learning with longer protection periods consistently emerges to provide a clear advantage [17].

To represent the neural learning processes more realistically, in a way that has faster learning correspond to riskier learning strategies which eventually result in persistent poor performance, the function of age needs to include an additional component that restricts the learning when the learning rate \(\delta\) becomes too large. That can be achieved most simply by having each individual’s learning process terminate at some random age, and hence at some random point in the learned performance range \([0, 100]\], with a probability \(\rho\delta\) of termination each simulated year that increases linearly with both their learning rate \(\delta\) and a parameter \(\rho\) that represents the “learning task difficulty”. The result of just evolving the protection period in this case is shown in Figure 1 for a range of fixed values of \(\delta\), with a population size of 200, human-like natural lifespan of 60 years, and four representative values of \(\rho\). The left graph confirms that this simple parameterized formulation of the learning process is sufficient to result in the required clear peaks in mean performance levels when they are plotted against the \(\text{ELT} = 100/\delta\). As the task difficulty \(\rho\) increases, the peak in mean performance is lower, and the expected learning time to reach it is higher, again as required. That is the expected consequence of a higher \(\rho\) leading to a lower learning rate \(\delta\) at which significant deviations from the earlier \(\rho = 0\) case arise. The right graph shows that the value of \(\rho\) has very little effect on how the evolved protection period varies as a function of the ELT, confirming that it is the learning time rather than the task difficulty that is driving the evolution of the protection period.

If the learning rate \(\delta\) is also allowed to evolve, along with the protection period, the clear peak in mean performance for each value of \(\rho\) will drive any successful evolutionary process to the associated optimal
value of the ELT = $100/\delta$, and the corresponding non-zero protection period. The ELT and protection period that actually emerge for each of a wide range of values of $\rho$ are plotted in the left graph of Figure 2. As the task difficulty represented by $\rho$ increases, the resulting evolved ELT also increases as required, and the best protection period is always a few years longer than that. That difference between the evolved protection periods and the corresponding ELTs is due to the stochastic nature of the learning process and the fact that the evolutionary operators lead to distributions of learning rates and protection periods, and the obvious evolutionary advantage of having protection periods that are long enough to accommodate a significant number of individuals that are slower than average to learn.

The parameter $\rho$ is an abstract measure of learning difficulty designed to represent the difficulty that real individuals have in acquiring the information required for good performance in their environment. Relatively straightforward performance corresponds to low $\rho$, can be learned quickly, and has a short associated protection period. More complex skills and performance correspond to higher $\rho$, take longer to learn, and benefit from extended protection periods. In the earlier study [17], the individual performance levels emerging from this abstracted learning model were compared directly with those arising from full evolutionary neural network simulations involving the learning of non-linear decision boundaries in real-valued input spaces, and a good qualitative correspondence was found when $\rho = 0.04$. The mean evolved ELT in this case is around 10 years and the mean evolved protection period is around 14 years, which tie in reasonably well with human-like time-scales. The right graph of Figure 2 shows how the median performance levels vary with age for individuals in the final populations of these $\rho = 0.04$ simulations, when the protection period and learning rate $\delta$ are both evolved (Ev.), and, for comparison, when the learning rate $\delta$ is evolved but the protection period is set at a selection of fixed numbers of years (1, 10, 20). This pattern of results is qualitatively the same as for the full neural simulations, despite the stochastic linear learning and uniform distribution of residual errors being rather rough approximations of the real neural learning processes [17]. The emergent protection periods allow slower learning, which enables better adult performance, but excessively long protection periods are avoided because of the associated diminished procreation period. Allowing procreation while protected is an obvious variation, and simulations of that confirm it reintroduces competition and the need to learn quickly, and that destroys the evolutionary advantage of extended protection periods. The consequences of allowing procreation while protected, and of varying the natural life-span, in the abstracted learning models are also found to be qualitatively the same as for the full evolving neural network models [17].

There clearly remains considerable scope for more accurate parameterizations to represent specific direct neural learning processes for different species in real environments, as discussed previously [17], but the general approach described above will need little modification to sit alongside the implementation of imitative social learning that will be introduced in the next section.

4. Modeling the Imitative Social Learning Process

As noted above, the abstract direct learning approach of the previous section was originally designed for computational efficiency, so that more detailed life history evolution simulations would be feasible. However, it also facilitates the development of a modeling framework that allows the amalgamation of information from both direct and imitative learning into the same overall performance measure.
The underlying idea here is that it will often be more efficient to imitate the successful behaviour of other individuals than attempting to learn it from direct personal experience of the environment [52, 62]. This paper will follow the AI tradition of using the terms imitation and social learning in their most general sense, to cover all forms of acquired behavior copying between individuals, though other disciplines tend to use them with more specific meanings [61]. Whiten provides a useful taxonomy of all such processes [87]. There is certainly no dispute that humans have evolved to learn by imitation as well as by direct experience across a wide variety of tasks [63, 67, 70, 87], and there is evidence that imitation also takes place, though less commonly, in other species [6, 19, 24, 30, 47, 84, 88]. It has become standard practice to frame this kind of imitative social learning in terms of the transmission of units of cultural information and behavioral practices between individuals, with those *memes* being allowed to replicate and respond to natural selection pressures in a manner analogous to genes [2, 6, 12, 25]. Recently, there has been considerable interest in these ideas across a range of disciplines [48, 66], and the interesting preliminary work already carried out suggests that artificial life simulations may be the most fruitful avenue for exploring these issues in the context of other life history traits. Belew [4] and Best [5] have already introduced imitation based cultural factors into the much-studied Hinton and Nowlan [44] model of learning guiding evolution, but their approaches are far removed from the neural-inspired learning relevant to the life history factors of interest here. The limitations of those early studies have been addressed by Borenstein and Ruppin [8] in a manner that does incorporate neural learning mechanisms, but they actually prevented cultural evolution by not allowing meme transmission between generations and only allowing innate behaviors to be imitated.

It is the previously mentioned study by Higgs [43] that comes closest to exploring the life history issues of interest here, by investigating the evolution of populations of individuals that may invent and imitate memes. A variety of crucial factors were considered that affect how the meme numbers, imitation rates, and performance levels evolve. The main finding was that significant imitation rates do consistently emerge under a range of conditions, even when some memes make a negative contribution to the performance of the individuals possessing them, and there is an inherent cost associated with the ability to imitate. Intuitively, it is not difficult to understand why. If there exists a set of memes with a range of positive and negative contributions to the overall performance, then not imitating them will leave the performance at some baseline, while imitating them will result in a range of performance levels above and below that baseline. Any selection on the basis of performance will then favour those individuals that have imitated the good memes, and hence favour higher imitation rates. Moreover, since it favours individuals that have acquired and can pass on those good memes, the good memes will tend to propagate in the population at the expense of the bad memes. This simple picture will be complicated by memes that act together (i.e., *memeplexes*), and by the interplay of genetic and social contributions to fitness, and also by the interaction of genetic and mimetic replicators [5, 7, 12], but these factors are all things that can be investigated in future simulations within the general framework being proposed here.

For the purposes of the current study, the next important undertaking is to identify an effective way to incorporate the general idea of memes and their imitation into the earlier investigation of learning as a factor in life history evolution that only involved direct individual learning from the environment [17]. That is the problem to be addressed in the next section.
5. Formulating an Imitative Learning Framework

Since extracting reliable general conclusions from artificial life simulations relies on avoiding potential confounding factors, that usually means keeping the models much simpler than when aiming to model particular real-life scenarios. Also, for the simulations to remain relevant to a diverse range of species and environments, and to facilitate comparisons between them, the models need to be parameterized (e.g., in the way the task difficulty parameter \( \rho \) was introduced above). The aim now is to develop such a parameterized framework for learning and evolution that is flexible enough to cover social learning from other individuals in the most general sense (that includes all processes leading to some form of behavior imitation), as well as direct individual learning from the environment.

The most relevant previous approach is the one developed by Higgs [43], but many of its details are not compatible with the current aims. The main problem is that it does not consider any of the processes taking place during individual lifetimes, which are clearly of utmost importance when modeling life history evolution. Moreover, it is based on non-overlapping generations, which means a total absence of the competition between individuals of different ages that underlies many of the issues of interest here. There are also several other details that introduce unnecessary complications into the analysis, such as Gaussian distributions for the meme contributions to performance, a non-linear relation between the learning ability and probability of imitation, and unbounded numbers of memes that can be invented. So, rather than following the approach of Higgs [43], the abstract direct learning approach described above will be extended in a minimal computationally efficient manner to include the key concepts of memes and their spread by unspecified forms of imitative social learning.

Consider, for example, a practical context for early humans, such as spear-throwing or animal trapping. Each aspect of it will have an associated set of “memes”, each corresponding to a particular pattern of behavior, and each individual will have at most one meme from each such set, namely the behavior they use for that aspect of that context. Some of these memes will tend to be better than others, in the sense of providing higher contributions to performance. Harmful or bad memes might correspond to actions that tend to kill fellow humans rather than the hunted animals. The memes might be learned by direct individual learning or practice, or they may be learned by copying what other individuals have learned in the past. Copying and natural selection will tend to result in the more useful memes propagating at the expense of the others. However, simulating such a level of detail would be difficult, because keeping track of large sets of memes for each aspect of each context, with associated copying fidelities and such like, will introduce a considerable amount of complexity into the models, and there are a large number of potential ways that could be done that would have to be explored and compared. Realistically, incorporating all such details will have to be left for the future, and a simplified set of good and bad meme pairs maintained with no specific associated contexts.

The simplest starting point is to assume that there exists an overall set of \( M \) memes \( \{m_j : j = 1, \ldots, M\} \) and that each individual at each stage of their life will have acquired some subset of them and stored them in their brain. Although most animals continue to learn throughout their lives, some kind of leveling off of performance is required, or the natural selection will unrealistically end up being more about age than about what is learned. Moreover, if there is no limit on the number of memes that can be learned by each
individual, all positively contributing memes will tend to be learned by all individuals, and there will be no selection pressure among those memes or between individuals. In practice, there has to be some limit on learning, or an effective “brain capacity”, so each individual $i$ will have a brain with a maximum capacity of $B_i$ memes. At this point, there is no need to specify exactly how these memes were created, or what exactly they represent, nor worry about the details of the meme transfer processes, such as imitation, emulation and teaching, which are still the subject of some debate [24, 30, 45, 46, 54, 62, 65, 83, 84, 87]. It will also be sufficient to begin with the simplifying assumption that all the memes are of equal complexity and imitability, though to have reasonably realistic simulations it will be necessary for different memes to contribute unequally to the overall performance of the individuals that possess them. Of course, mental representations do not really exist as small discrete sets of memes that can be copied directly, and they will not contribute to performance or fitness in a simple additive manner [2, 46, 63], but this simplification is a useful starting point for baseline simulations that simply need a convenient way to “keep score” of how socially learned information or behaviors are affecting individual performances [39]. These approximations can always be relaxed later if they are believed to be having a significant effect on more specific models [40]. This approach is also an approximation in that memes themselves can evolve, and some are known to have evolved to the extent that they can no longer be acquired directly by individuals. Boyd and Richerson [11] have already developed mathematical models showing how this primarily happens when social learning is common, such as in humans, and this is another complication that should be straightforward to incorporate later into the general evolutionary framework proposed here if it is deemed to be relevant for modeling particular scenarios.

The models of Higgs [43] were based on memes of this general type with performance contributions drawn from a Gaussian distribution, and although that makes sense, it has the serious disadvantage that some memes have extremely large contributions that can end up masking the effect of all the others. The preliminary version of the current study [18] went to the other extreme and simply had performance contributions of +1 for good memes and -1 for bad memes, which led to some interesting results, but having no selection pressures to drive the propagation of one good meme over another proved to be too much of an over-simplification. The remainder of this study will therefore have uniformly distributed meme performance contributions in the range [-1, +1], which deals with both the problems of the earlier approaches. In practice, the actual contributions of particular memes will depend on the environment, but that will only need accommodating in models of scenarios with significant changes of environment over time or location, which will not be the case for the test simulations of this paper.

Each individual is born with a baseline performance level of 0 (corresponding to their innate abilities), and throughout their lifetime will acquire memes that either improve or worsen their performance depending on whether they contribute positively (good memes) or negatively (bad memes). Good memes represent correct information concerning a useful behaviour that has a particular level of importance to the individuals’ performance, and bad memes represent information that is incorrect or contradictory in some way to a good meme, and thus reduces their performance by an equal amount. The idea of opposing pairs of memes existing as cognitive attractors has previously been studied in the models of Henrich and Boyd [39, 40]. The process of reconciling incompatible ideas and correcting harmful information can then be accommodated by simply having corresponding pairs of memes of equal and opposite contribution (i.e.,
positive and negative) cancel each other out if they are both acquired by the same individual. The brain capacity $B_i$ of each individual $i$ limits the total number of memes it can acquire, and hence the maximum level of performance it can achieve in its lifetime will be limited to that associated with having the set of $B_i$ memes of highest contribution. Obviously, real memes are much more complicated, but this provides a manageable starting point for the simulations, with the intention that more realistic variations can be explored within the same framework later. The simulations are run in exactly the same way as described in Section 2, except that each individual now also needs to have its set of acquired memes and associated performance contribution updated at each time step, along with all its other parameters.

The remainder of this paper will be framed in terms of simple meme imitation, but the same modeling framework will apply for more complex social processes of emulation, teaching and learning. Although there is no need to specify the precise mechanisms by which the memes are created and transferred between individuals, a few more details are required to allow the simulations to be run and replicated. Obviously, successful imitation requires that memes are somehow introduced into the population in the first place. That will usually be by direct individual learning, but to test the imitation process, simulations sometimes need to be run with that disabled. In those cases, with probability $r$ each simulated year, one randomly chosen individual acquires (in some way that need not be specified) one randomly chosen meme if their brain has not already reached full capacity. To avoid any bias towards imitation in the simulations, all the initial evolutionary populations begin with each individual $i$ having an innate imitation rate $\alpha_i$ that is zero. Then repeated crossovers and mutations of the form described in Section 2 will enable the $\alpha_i$ to evolve from there up to a maximum of 1 if that proves beneficial. What the imitation rate means in practice is that during each simulated year, each individual can acquire up to $\alpha_i\phi B_i$ memes from other individuals, where $\phi$ is a parameter that specifies the maximum rate at which memes can be copied, and the brain capacity $B_i$ is included to establish a scale independence to the imitation rate. One could also easily allow the forgetting of memes, though that will not be done in the simulations of this paper. It is expected that different patterns of results will emerge depending on which species is being modeled, and it is the setting of parameters like $\phi$, along with the competition-based and old-age death rates, the natural lifespan, and so on, that tie each simulation to a particular species and environment.

6. Testing the Imitative Learning Framework

To test what emerges from evolution in the above framework with only imitative learning, and to establish suitable values for the various parameters, an initial series of simulations were run with just the imitation rates $\alpha_i$ allowed to evolve. The populations were updated once per simulated year, which automatically provides a realistic gap between births. For each case, average results and standard deviations were computed from 20 independent runs, each of which continued for a predetermined number of simulated years that was considerably longer than needed for the populations to stabilize. Figure 3 shows the evolving imitation rates and associated individual performance levels obtained for a baseline setup that was found to produce reasonably realistic results in a reasonable amount of computation time, namely a population of 200 individuals with fixed equal brain capacities $B_i = 100$, and fixed meme parameter values $M = 500$, $\phi = 0.1$ and $r = 0.01$, with memes copied from random other individuals, 10% of the population dying each year due to unsuccessful competition, and 20% of individuals aged over 60 years dying each
year of old age. These human-inspired baseline parameter values will be used as the default set in all the subsequent simulations presented in this paper, unless explicitly varied. The performance advantage associated with acquiring memes causes the average imitation rate $\alpha$ to rise quickly, leveling off close to 1.0 after about 50,000 simulated years. The average remains slightly below the ceiling level of 1.0 because the mutations mean some individuals will always have values falling below that. The corresponding performance levels rise more slowly, taking about 1,000,000 years to level off, because the distribution of memes takes longer to optimize. The tournament based selection of parents and survival give the good memes an advantage over bad memes, so the number of bad memes initially rises more slowly than the good memes, then begins to fall, and eventually becomes negligible after about 500,000 years, as shown in the left graph of Figure 4. Then, over the next 500,000 years, the surviving population of good memes is refined to further improve the performance levels of those possessing them. The behaviour during the lifetime of a typical evolved individual begins with an approximately linear acquisition of memes over the first $1/\alpha \phi = 10$ years, at which point the brain stops acquiring memes and maximum performance is achieved, as shown in the right graph of Figure 4. Most deaths arise due to competition during the meme acquisition period, with relatively few individuals surviving long enough to die of old age, though these numbers can easily be adjusted to model particular species and scenarios by varying the proportion that die each year due to competition and/or introducing protection of offspring.

6.1 Choice of copied individuals

In reality, successful social learning is generally more sophisticated than simply imitating random other individuals at a constant rate, particularly if the environment is rapidly changing [69], though the current simulations provide a useful baseline for future work. Even for stable environments, further simulations reveal interesting dependencies on which individuals are chosen to be imitated as a source of acquired memes, so this is something else that needs to be set appropriately for modeling particular scenarios. Good strategies for social learning are known to be complex, and have been discussed in some detail by Henrich and Gil-White [41] and Laland [56]. For current purposes, it is sufficient to simply have preferential imitation of better performing individuals, which is an old idea [65] that has been confirmed many times [33, 67, 73]. If, rather than copying memes from random other individuals, a minimalist tournament-based selection process is used, copying from the best performing of two randomly chosen individuals, there is more selection pressure for good memes, and the bad memes are eliminated about twice as quickly, after only about 250,000 years. The bad memes can be eliminated even more quickly, in only about 150,000 years, if individuals first learn memes from their own parents, if they are still alive, before randomly choosing other individuals to imitate. This is because their parents have already gone through selection to become parents, and are generally older and more experienced than randomly selected individuals, so they are a better source of good memes. In fact, if individuals only imitate their own parents, the number of bad memes building up at any stage of evolution is virtually zero, though that also slightly reduces the number of good memes acquired on average, as shown in the left graph of Figure 5. The advantages arising from individuals only imitating their own parents, and how those benefits depend on the environment being stable, have previously been explored in a rather different type of model by McElreath and Strimling [64].
A related variation that affects what evolves has the choice of who to imitate based on some form of cultural measure, that might correspond to just one small aspect of behavior, or, in the extreme case, have no correlation at all with biological performance [9, 43]. To simulate the extreme version of this idea, each meme can be assigned a totally random cultural value, and individuals are chosen for imitation according to the total cultural value they have acquired. This does not prevent the imitation rates from still rising quickly towards 1, and the real performance-based pressures of selection for survival and procreation still manage to reduce the number of bad memes to low levels. However, as the right graph of Figure 5 shows, the elimination of bad memes that happen to have high cultural value is slowed down considerably. In reality, any cultural value of memes will not be totally random, and there will inevitably be interactions between memes that can affect their evolution. Such complications, including memes associating into memeplexes [6, 42] and cognitive dissonance reduction [21, 75], are likely to increase or decrease the persistence of bad memes to varying degrees, and these are further issues that may need incorporation into future simulations of more specific scenarios. For example, models of the propagation of certain religious practices might be created in this way.

6.2 Brain capacity

Another important detail that needs to be tested is the setting of a maximum total number of memes that can be acquired by each individual. Since the memes come in good/bad pairs, and only one from each pair can be accommodated in a given brain at a given time, a maximum of \( M/2 \) of the full set of \( M \) memes can be stored, even if the relevant “brain capacity” \( B_i \) is bigger than that. In the above simulations, the brain capacity \( B_i \) of all individuals was set to be the same fixed value \( B \) that was much smaller than the maximum number of storable memes, with \( B = 100 \) compared to \( M/2 = 250 \). In such cases, the total number of different memes carried by the population will generally be greater than \( B \), and each individual will tend to acquire a different subset of them before reaching their capacity. The selection pressures can then act on those differences leading to the eventual disappearance of the bad memes as seen in Figure 4. If those simulations are repeated, with everything the same apart from allowing the fixed brain capacities to be more than the maximum number of storable memes (i.e., \( B > M/2 \)), imitation is still beneficial to performance, so the imitation rates \( \alpha_i \) still quickly rise to 1, but it is more difficult for the selection pressures to act. In this case, the whole population tends to settle down into acquiring the same set of \( M/2 \) memes, with only slightly more good memes than bad. Any newly injected meme, whether introduced artificially or via direct individual learning, will either already be among the existing memes and not affect anything, or it will cancel out the opposing meme in one individual, leaving capacity that will quickly be filled again with the original meme being copied from another individual, so the poor set of memes and associated poor performance persists. This persistent poor performance is seen clearly in Figure 6, for the case of \( B = M/2 = 250 \) in the top-left graph, and for \( B = M/2 = 100 \) in the top-right graph. Other details can also affect the numbers of good and bad memes, but the lack of improvement over time is a recurring feature. For example, if high performance individuals are preferentially imitated, there is greater selection pressure before a full set of \( M/2 \) memes is established, and the circulating set of memes tends to settle down into containing a higher proportion of good memes, but still a stable set containing many bad memes persists, as seen for \( B = M/2 = 250 \) in the bottom-left graph of Figure 6. Another factor that affects
what emerges is the injection rate of new memes. Decreasing that from $r = 0.01$ to 0.002 leads to less selection pressure and allows more bad memes to become established, as seen for $B = M/2 = 100$ in the bottom-right graph of Figure 6. Interestingly, the extreme strategy of each individual only imitating their own parents is able to prevent any significant build-up of bad memes for any brain capacity and any injection rate.

It is clear that the effective brain capacity relative to the total number of potential memes, in conjunction with the meme injection rate and choice of imitation strategy, is a crucial factor that can affect the results that emerge. The choice of who to imitate will normally be relatively easy to set in line with whatever scenario is being modeled, and the meme injection rate should emerge automatically from the direct individual learning, but setting the relative brain size may be more difficult. In practice, there are numerous factors that drive and constrain brain evolution [49, 80], and the number of memes $M$ that can be learned directly and copied will usually co-evolve with the brain size $B$. Ultimately, that co-evolution will need to be modeled, but for simplified models with fixed $B$ and $M$ it seems reasonable that the number of memes that can be acquired by individuals will always be much smaller than the maximum number of possible memes (i.e., $B << M/2$). This paper will therefore continue with the earlier assumption that this is how the simulations should be run, but fixing $B$ and $M$ may need more careful consideration when attempting to model some particular scenarios. Introducing different meme representations, or more complex learning strategies, such as remembering deleted bad memes so they are not relearned later, may affect such brain size consideration, though determining the best way to implement such things in a realistic fashion is another big task that will have to be left for future investigations.

6.3 Mimetic transitions

One of the central recurring features of the earlier Higgs study [43] was the emergence of “mimetic transitions” at which dramatic increases occur in the imitation rates and meme numbers, and the various factors affecting the timing of those transition were investigated. However, those delayed transitions depend on the evolutionary approach adopted, and in all the simulations carried out so far within the framework proposed here, such “transitions” invariably take place immediately at the beginning of the evolutionary process. The reason is that many of the key parameters involved (namely $\phi$, $r$, death rates, lifespan, brain size, etc.) have been set at the same fixed values for all individuals, that are appropriate for specific imaginary imitating species designed to demonstrate the key ideas with evolutionary simulations that take a feasible time to run. In practice, for fully realistic simulations, these parameter values would themselves vary between individuals and evolve, starting from values appropriate for simple non-imitating species, and then “mimetic transitions” can be expected to arise as they change.

One example that illustrates this, and conveniently relates to the issue of brain capacity just discussed, has individual brain sizes $B_i$ that are not fixed, but allowed to evolve from very small values alongside the imitation rates $\alpha_i$. Figure 7 shows how a typical population evolves in the proposed framework for the case of $M = 200$ memes and random copying selection. Nothing much happens for nearly 400,000 years, and then suddenly the brain sizes $B_i$, imitation frequencies $\alpha_i\phi B_i$, meme counts and performance levels rise dramatically, like in the mimetic transitions observed by Higgs [43]. The timing of the transitions depend on random mutations and coincidences, and is rather variable, but eventually the imitation rates $\alpha_i$ always
rise to 1 and the brain sizes $B_i$ always increase to $M/2$. The meme counts then level off in a similar way to that seen in Figure 6 for the fixed $B_i = M/2$ cases, though with performance-based imitation selection they can sometimes end up varying more like those in Figure 4. The final proportion of good and bad memes depends on various factors (such as meme injection rate, brain size mutation rate, and imitation strategy), but as long as there are more good memes than bad, a larger brain will be beneficial to each individual and therefore the brain sizes evolve all the way up to $M/2$, even though that sometimes makes it impossible for the population as a whole to eliminate the bad memes, as was seen in the simulations of Figure 6. In real populations, the number of potential memes $M$ will tend to increase in line with the brain sizes $B_i$ rather than remain constant, and various biological costs will constrain the brain size increases [49, 80]. Both of these factors are likely to keep the brain capacities well below $M/2$, and affect the nature of the mimetic transitions, making these further details that are worthy of investigation in the future. These complications will be avoided for the remaining simulations of this paper by reverting to having fixed equal brain sizes $B_i$ that are many times smaller than the fixed number of memes $M$.

6.4 Transmission fidelity

The next simplification to explore is the unrealistic assumption that imitation is always carried out with perfect accuracy [32, 47, 63], so the effect of varying the copying fidelity $f$ needs to be investigated. That is easily incorporated into the above framework by having a fraction $1-f$ of copied good memes acquired incorrectly, and thereby degraded into worse memes. However, there are numerous ways that idea could be implemented, and varying the details can lead to the evolution of somewhat different patterns of results. The meme performance contributions have been assumed to be distributed uniformly in the range $[-1, +1]$, with good memes defined as those with positive contribution $x$, and the corresponding bad memes having negative contribution $-x$. Therefore, the obvious way to implement a copying error of a good meme with contribution $x$ would be to replace it by the associated bad meme with contribution $-x$. It seems improbable that an error in copying a bad meme would create a good meme rather than another bad meme (e.g., because there are usually many more bad ways of doing something than there are good ways), so it is natural that the good and bad memes should be treated asymmetrically in that respect. Figure 8 shows how the average performance and meme counts the $n$ evolve for a relatively modest 1% error rate (i.e., $f = 0.99$), with $M = 500$, fixed relatively small brain sizes $B_i = 100$, and evolved imitation rates $\alpha_i$. There is a clear reduction in average performance compared to the corresponding perfect copying (i.e., $f = 1.0$) case shown in Figures 3 and 4. The selection pressures for survival and procreation are now insufficient to restrict the proliferation of bad memes, but still the imitation rates $\alpha_i$ are close to 1, and the average performance levels are well above 0. If the choice of which individuals to imitate is performance-based rather than random, the degradation in performance is significantly reduced, as shown in Figure 9, with 4% errors required before the poor performance levels of Figure 8 are reached. The effect of decreasing the copying fidelity is apparent in Figure 9, and shown more clearly in Figure 10. As the number of copying errors increase beyond about 2%, the average performance levels begin to fall drastically, and this is reflected in decreasing numbers of good memes and increasing numbers of bad memes. Eventually, for more than about 10% errors, there are so many bad memes being introduced into the population that imitation becomes a bad strategy and the imitation rates begin to fall to 0, reducing the
numbers of good and bad memes and the average performances to near 0. These simulations thus confirm that this very simple model of transmission fidelity is sufficient to give reasonably realistic results. For more realistic models, costs can be associated with higher fidelity copying, and the performance-based selection pressures will then act to balance them against the advantages of improved imitation.

There are several other ways that copying errors might reasonably be implemented, and Figure 11 shows typical results that arise for three of them with performance-based imitation and 1% error rate, and all the other details and parameter values the same as for Figures 8, 9 and 10. First, a copied good meme with contribution x could end up as a random meme with worse performance contribution, i.e. a meme with contribution drawn uniformly from the range [-1, x]. This has the effect of introducing many new memes into the population, both good and bad, allowing the good memes to dominate even more quickly than before, though bad memes persist in the emergent steady state. A slightly different approach would be to replace an incorrectly copied good meme by a random bad meme, i.e. one drawn uniformly from the contribution range [-1, 0]. That means new bad memes are introduced considerably more frequently than good memes, so they initially dominate. Eventually the selection pressures allow the good memes to take over again, but the numbers of bad memes remain high in the stable state. A less drastic meme degradation process would be to simply subtract 1 from the contribution x of an incorrectly copied good meme, which again leads to bad memes in the range [-1, 0], but means the highest contribution memes become only slightly bad, rather than potentially very bad. In this case, the stable state again has the good memes dominating, but many bad memes persist. In all three cases, there is still an advantage to imitation and the imitation rates still quickly evolve towards 1 as in the perfect fidelity case, but as the copying fidelity is reduced, the average performances fall and eventually imitation becomes a poor strategy in a similar way to that seen in Figure 10.

If the simulations were to be based on more realistic meme sets that include a whole range of memes with different performance contributions for each behavioral context, as discussed in Section 5, it would then be natural to have a poorly copied good meme become a random poorer quality meme associated with the same context. Mapping that idea onto the simplified good/bad meme pairs adopted so far leads to the copying-error implementation used for Figures 8, 9 and 10, so that will be employed for the remaining simulations presented in this paper. Ultimately, the copying fidelities and error types will need to be set appropriately for each model, and, if required for particular realistic scenarios, they can be made to vary across different memes or meme types or “imitation” types, or across different individual species, ages or performances. For many species, direct individual learning will be more useful than social learning that is limited by low fidelity, and modeling the trade-offs between the two forms of learning will be required to understand which behaviors are best acquired by which form of learning, and how that varies between species [52, 67, 69]. This issue will be explored in the full dual-learning simulations of Section 8.2.

6.5 Stochasticity

Finally, the imitation of a deterministic number of memes \( \alpha B_i \) every year in the above simulations is another over-simplification that can easily be avoided. It is a straightforward extension to implement a stochastic version that has the same average meme acquisition rates, but imitation of a random number of memes each year drawn uniformly from the range \([0, 2\alpha B_i]\), like the earlier use of a stochastic direct
learning rate drawn from \([0, 2\delta]\). The results emerging from evolutionary simulations of this type are found to follow the same pattern as for the deterministic versions used to generate Figures 3 to 11, though they are inevitably slightly noisier.

7. Formulating the Combined Learning Framework

There is certainly a lot more to memes and imitation than has been introduced above [2, 6, 12, 48], but the proposed simulation framework already includes enough of the crucial details to make progress on the issue of learning in life history evolution. With the key meme-based imitative social learning processes formulated and tested, the direct individual lifetime learning can now be incorporated into the same framework. Mathematical models involving both individual and social learning already exist, such as in the study of the evolution of between-group differences by Henrich and Boyd [38], and the investigation of cumulative cultural learning by Ehm and Laland [26], so the vital issues are understood. However, such models omit many of the crucial details relevant to the life history evolution factors of interest here, such as the speed versus accuracy of learning, and competing individuals of different ages.

The existing abstract stochastic direct learning process outlined in Section 3 has two components: an approximately linear knowledge acquisition with the associated performance increasing each year by an amount drawn uniformly from the range \([0, 2\delta]\), and a probability \(\rho\delta\) of that learning stalling at some random point, where \(\delta\) is an evolvable direct learning rate and \(\rho\) is a measure of direct learning difficulty. Ideally, the form of direct learning in the new meme-based framework should be consistent with that, and also match as closely as possible the stochastic imitative learning of memes at a rate drawn uniformly from the range \([0, 2\alpha\phi B_i]\) each year, where \(\alpha\) is the evolvable imitation rate, \(\phi\) is a measure of ease of copying, and \(B_i\) is the brain capacity. The natural way of doing that has a random number of random good memes learned directly each year drawn uniformly from the range \([0, 2\delta\psi B_i]\), where \(\delta\) is an evolvable direct learning rate and \(\psi\) is a measure of ease of direct learning. The learning task difficulty component, that prevents the evolution of unrealistically high learning rates, also has a straightforward meme-based implementation in the form of a probability \(\rho\delta\) of learning a bad meme rather than a good meme. Then evolution will balance the trade-off between learning quickly with high learning rates \(\delta\) and having a high probability \(\rho\delta\) of learning performance-reducing bad memes, with results equivalent to the full neural network simulations of the earlier study [17].

The direct learning parameters \(\psi\) and \(\rho\) will, like the corresponding imitative learning parameters \(\phi\) and \(f\), need to be set to match the particular scenario being modeled. In the test simulations presented in this paper, these parameters are each assigned a single value, but one can easily have the overall performance based on multiple tasks or skills, each represented by different parameter values. The evolved learning rates must lead to appropriate expected learning times \(1/\delta\psi\), and the meme numbers and acquisition rates should align with the relevant form of imitative learning. Simulations of just the direct learning process show that, whatever the chosen parameter values, the evolutionary process quickly settles to a stable state, but particular parameter values need to be identified that coordinate the direct learning with the associated imitative learning timescales. Figure 12 shows how the learning rates \(\delta\) and meme numbers evolve for a baseline direct-learning-only population of 200 with \(M = 500, B_i = 100, \psi = 0.1\) and \(\rho = 0.04\), which lead to human-like learning timescales similar to those previously simulated for imitative learning on its own.
Consequently, the values $\psi = 0.1$ and $\rho = 0.04$ will be added to the set of default parameter values used for the remaining simulations presented in this paper.

In the simpler preliminary version of this study [18], all the good memes had an equal performance contribution, so the overall performance was not affected by which particular memes were learned. In the improved framework here, that has memes with a range of contributions, the direct learning process will not necessarily acquire the highest contribution memes, so imitation might provide a better source of high quality memes. This ties in with real human learning in which much of our most valuable information and behaviors tends to be acquired from other individuals rather than by direct learning. A complication that arises from having two distinct learning mechanisms is that it becomes is possible for an individual to acquire both a good meme and the corresponding bad/incorrect “version” via different routes. In reality, resolving meme inconsistencies is known to be a complex issue [22], but the minimalist solution adopted above of having corresponding good and bad memes simply cancel each other out worked well, so that approach will be followed here too. Any newly copied meme will cancel out the opposing version if it was previously acquired by either direct learning or by copying, and any new meme acquired by direct learning will cancel out the opposing version if previously acquired by copying. However, the direct learning probabilities only make sense if only the first of each opposing pair of memes acquired by direct learning is kept, and the rest ignored. Finally, now that memes arise from direct learning, the artificial injection of random memes to start the imitation process is no longer required. More realistic models may require the inclusion of some memes that can only be acquired by social learning, and others that can only be learned directly, but that complication will not be included in this initial study.

Having formulated and tested both the direct and imitative meme-based learning processes separately, they can now be simulated simultaneously, and their combined interaction with evolvable life history traits like protection periods can be investigated. It is clear already that there are numerous implementational details that can have a significant effect on what emerges from the simulations, and those differences will reflect the diversity of life history patterns that have emerged from the biological evolution of different animal species. It is this ability to vary the details and parameters, and thereby perform a systematic exploration of the different trade-offs and interactions underlying specific traits, that makes the proposed simulation framework approach so powerful. However, given the number of free parameters that were deliberately introduced, so that they can be set to appropriate values for modeling a wide range of particular scenarios, it will be impractical to provide results for all possible combinations. The following section presents an illustrative selection of results for a few concrete scenarios, primarily concerned with the evolution of learning-driven protection periods, which serve to demonstrate the range of factors that can be investigated within this framework.

8. Testing the Simulation of Life History Evolution

As always, the details of the simulations need to match the particular species and scenario being modeled, and the introduction of additional life history factors, such as protection periods, means that some of the baseline parameter values used above are no longer appropriate. In particular, different death rates per year emerge for real species depending on numerous other factors, such as the given environment, the population size in relation to the available food resources, the number of predators, the age distribution of
the population, the distribution of life-spans, the number of children born each year, the level of protection those children receive, and so on. In fully realistic simulations, all these interacting factors co-evolve and settle down into an ecosystem of many species, with occasional extinctions and formations of new species, with birth rates, death rates, etc. that emerge automatically depending on the environment. For smaller practical simulations with fixed population sizes, key parameters such as the death rates need to be set by hand to appropriate values so that all the other details settle down to appropriate values close to those observed for the species under consideration, e.g. humans.

8.1 Individual learning only

Before simulating the two learning processes together, it is important to check that the earlier life history evolution results for direct learning only [17], as outlined in Section 3, are replicated in the new meme-based formulation. Previously, a 10% death rate per year was reasonable when the whole populations was eligible for death by competition, but that leads to very few individuals surviving for long after extended protection periods. That in turn results in unrealistic age distributions, unrealistic numbers of children per year per eligible individual to maintain the population size, and very little performance-based selection pressure. Introducing protection therefore means the competition-based death rate needs to be adjusted to bring everything back into line with real populations. Testing a range of parameter values shows that a reduced death rate of 2% per year and reduced task difficulty parameter $\rho = 0.01$ are appropriate for the emergence of realistic age distributions, with the learning rates and protection periods evolving as shown in Figure 13. Initially, before significant protection periods have evolved, the learning rates quickly grow to values similar to those in Figure 12, but they then fall as the protection period increases, because slower learning leads to better performance after the protection period ends. The protection period eventually levels off, because procreation is not allowed while protected, and there is a trade-off between reduced procreation period and improved performance-based selection during that period, as was also found in the earlier non-meme-based simulations [17].

A potentially important detail here concerns whether at least one of an individual’s own two parents must be alive for them to receive protection. In some real populations, only parents offer protection, while in others, protection may be available from extended families or alloparents [13, 36, 68]. For the models underlying Figure 13, living parents were not required for a child to receive protection, but very similar results arise when they are required, because it is rare for both parents to die before the protection period ends. However, it is to be expected that alloparenting will still emerge, if appropriate, in more realistic simulations that allow its evolution and take full account of its benefits [68]. Another important variation allows offspring to procreate while being protected. In that case, the simulated individuals cease to have a cost or disadvantage associated with being protected, so enormous protection periods emerge, and deaths due to competition drop to zero. Also, selection pressure from an early age to procreate causes higher learning rates to evolve, resulting in faster learning but inferior final performance. This again replicates the earlier study [17] outlined in Section 3. In this case, both parents will usually die before the end of the innate protection period, so requiring living parents for protection leads to deaths through competition again. However, that has relatively little effect on the learning rates and performance, because selection pressure to procreate from an early age already results in high learning rates.
8.2 Social versus individual learning

Although the details depend on the chosen parameter values, the broad pattern of results across all the direct learning variations is consistent with the earlier non-meme-based simulations [17]. This means the imitation-based learning can now be incorporated with some confidence as discussed in Section 7. First, the simplest case of no protection period was tested, leaving only the direct learning rates $\delta_i$ and imitation rates $\alpha_i$ to evolve in the simulations. If the imitation is perfect ($f = 1.0$), the direct learning is the only source of bad memes, so very low learning rates ($\delta_i \sim 0.02$) evolve to keep the number of bad memes low, and the imitation rates rise quickly to near 1.0. For slightly lower copying fidelities (e.g., $f \sim 0.98$), both the evolved imitation and direct learning rates end up close to 1.0. When the copying fidelity is much lower (e.g., $f < 0.9$), poor imitation introduces so many bad memes that the evolved imitation rates become very low ($\alpha_i \sim 0.05$) and memes are mainly acquired by direct learning. The full dependence on copying fidelity in this case is shown in the top-left graph of Figure 14, which is consistent with and extends the results from various mathematical models [9, 26, 28, 71].

In reality, the trade-offs between social and individual learning will be complicated by the range of meme types and complexities associated with different tasks and contexts, different copying fidelities for different memes, and the interaction of particular meme copying fidelities with other acquired memes and performance levels. Complex behaviors may appear more difficult to imitate with high fidelity, but they are also likely to be more difficult to acquire directly by trial and error. Indeed, some memes have evolved to the extent that they can no longer be learned directly [11]. Other behaviors might look simpler, and appear easier to imitate, but they may rely on precise motor control that is most easily acquired by individual practice. Some behaviors may even require active teaching for them to be passed on with sufficiently high fidelity, and that may limit the possibilities for some species [45, 54, 83]. The simulation framework proposed here, however, is general enough that it can easily be extended to accommodate such complexities, for example, by implementing separate copying fidelities for each meme, and by allowing those fidelities to depend on the presence of other memes. Nevertheless, it will clearly not be easy to model all these things accurately, and in many cases there is still a lack of empirical data, but experimental methodologies do already exist to explore many of the relevant issues, and data does exist in the literature, for some species at least [24, 30, 84].

8.3 Evolvable protection periods

When protection periods are also allowed to evolve in the simulations, the broad pattern of evolved direct learning and imitation rates is the same, but the details change to those shown in the top-right graph of Figure 14. The lack of competition during the protection period allows the direct learning to be slower and more accurate in this case, with the number of bad memes kept to lower levels. For high copying fidelities (e.g., $f > 0.99$), the learning is mostly by imitation, and for low fidelities (e.g., $f < 0.95$), it is mostly by direct learning. For all fidelities, the evolved protection period is slightly longer than the typical learning time, which is a feature found quite generally, including in the neural network-based direct learning simulations of Figures 1 and 2. For the simulations here, based on the same parameter values chosen earlier to result in human-like age distributions and learning timescales, protection periods
emerge around 16 years for low fidelities, and around 14 years for high fidelities, with a significant dip in between to around 8 years, when both types of learning are being used together, as shown in the bottom-right graph of Figure 14.

The fact that evolution again chooses between imitation and direct learning depending on the copying fidelities, to minimize the number of bad memes and maximize performance, is easily understandable. However, in the simpler preliminary study [18], it was found that errors arising from faster direct learning could be corrected by high-fidelity imitation, allowing faster direct learning to emerge without a negative impact on the final adult performance. In that case, extended protection periods allowed more time to correct the too-fast direct learning errors, rather than reducing the errors by allowing slower and more accurate direct learning. The key difference between the two sets of simulations is the distribution of meme performance contributions and how the bad memes arise and are corrected. As discussed earlier, the more sophisticated approach of this paper is more reliable and realistic, but this does highlight the importance of testing the robustness of the results with respect to such technical details.

8.4 Procreation while protected

Some of the most interesting results from the earlier study with only direct learning [17] concerned the advantages and disadvantages of allowing procreation while individuals are being protected. As discussed above, it was found that if procreation while protected (PWP) was allowed, the evolved protection periods rose to the extent that there were no competition-based deaths, and individuals only died of old age. Then the consequence of the selection pressure to procreate from an early age was faster and poorer quality learning, and that inevitably led to poorer adult performance. Equally large protection periods emerge, for the same reasons, in the full meme-based framework here. The bottom-left graph of Figure 14 shows the evolved learning and imitation rates in this case. The learning rates are again higher than without PWP, for all copying fidelities \( f \). Obviously, it is not really possible for everyone to be protected till old age, because a reasonable fraction of the population has to do the protecting, and the costs of protecting will also limit the emergent protection periods [20, 68], but the extreme case simulated here does point to the direction of the effects that will remain to some extent in more realistic simulations.

8.5 Performance analysis

It is reassuring that the evolved parameters make sense, but it is the performance levels that drive the evolutionary selection pressures and they also deserve scrutiny, particularly since understanding how the performance varies with the fixed parameters and strategies of simple models often provides useful clues about how those things are likely to evolve in more realistic models or in real life. Performance is clearly age dependent, so the average performance overall and average adult performance need to be considered separately, where adult means beyond the learning period. Here, adults are defined as individuals aged over 20 years, which is safely above the expected learning time for all cases. Figure 15 shows the average final population performances (left) and average final adult population performances (right), as a function of the copying fidelity \( f \) for the simulations of Figure 14. As expected, average adult performance is always greater than the corresponding average over all ages, and higher copying fidelities always result in similar or higher performance. The no-protection case can be considered as the baseline. Then, when
protection is allowed, it evolves along with lower direct learning rates, and the adult performances are significantly increased for all copying fidelities, except for the perfect fidelity case where the evolved direct learning rate is close to zero for both cases. For high non-perfect fidelities ($1.00 > f > 0.98$), the reduction in the direct learning rates are particularly dramatic, and that leads to large adult performance improvements. For lower fidelities, the adult improvement is smaller, and the whole population averages are actually reduced by the increased numbers of protected slower-learning non-adults with low performance. When procreation while protected (PWP) is allowed, the advantage of not needing to compete at young ages is lost, and the results come closer to the no-protection case (as in the earlier direct learning only simulations [17]). In this case, there is no removal of the worst performing individuals from the adult population, so the average adult performances are actually lower than the no-protection case, particularly when the copying fidelity is perfect.

9. Discussion and Conclusion

This paper has achieved its original aim of investigating the effect of learning on the evolution of protection periods, and in doing so has ended up formulating and testing a general modeling framework for exploring the effects of learning on life history evolution. This has involved the introduction of imitative social learning and memes into agent-based artificial life simulations in such a way that there is a consistent interaction with direct individual learning and other life history factors. Throughout, effort has been made to maintain flexibility, allowing a computationally efficient way of parameterizing and exploring any hypotheses in this field for any species. Inevitably, presentation and testing of the core framework has required numerous simplifications and approximations, but these have been highlighted when introduced, and the modular approach to the basic structures and ideas allow any such details to be represented more accurately as required in the future for more specific and realistic scenarios.

The precise patterns of results that emerge have been seen to depend on numerous details beyond those routinely optimized in evolutionary simulations [27], such as how exactly the memes are represented and distributed, how their copying fidelities vary, how the direct and imitative learning routes interact, how bad memes arise, and how meme inconsistencies are resolved. Some of the key possibilities have already been tested and discussed in this paper, though others remain for future work and may lead to further improved variations within the proposed framework. It will also be important to model more realistically the different learning strategies that emerge in environments which change significantly over individual lifetimes, or over generational timescales. Such variations have already been accommodated in some mathematical models [26, 38], and different time-weighted learning strategies are known to be superior in such situations [69]. One advantage of the proposed simulation approach is that such strategies can be encoded genetically and optimized by evolution along with everything else. Moreover, related to this are environmental conditions that vary with location, and incorporating those could allow the emergence of cultural differences between groups to be studied in more detail [38]. These factors illustrate the need for a well-defined, flexible and tested simulation framework for modeling the various interacting factors and trade-offs as accurately as possible in line with particular realistic scenarios, that facilitates reliable and reproducible comparisons with minimal confounding factors.

It is clear that the modeling framework presented in this paper can enable the systematic investigation
of an enormous range of interactions and trade-offs, allowing models to be tuned to simulate the known life history patterns of particular natural species (e.g., concerning offspring numbers [60], weaning [53], alloparenting [13, 36, 68], delayed maturity [79], diet [51], lifespan and age at first reproduction [34], and so on). The balance between the two forms of learning, parameterized here by $\phi$, $\psi$, $f$ and $\rho$, determines what emerges, and progress will be made by attempting to understand species specific differences in terms of evolved variations in such parameter values. For example, if the copying fidelity $f$ is very low, a high imitation rate $\alpha_i$ may never evolve because it introduces too many bad memes into the population, and one ends up with direct learning only, as appears to be the case for many non-human animal species. The extreme cases, for which our intuitions are most reliable, tend to be too unrealistic. For example, perfect copying fidelity is unlikely to ever be possible in practice, and the reduction of direct learning to zero is problematic in that it will not allow any new information to be introduced into the meme pool and thus relies on good memes being consistently passed on through the generations. Length considerations have limited this paper to presenting results from only a small selection of the simulations carried out, primarily those confirming successful testing and optimization of the core modeling framework, and a few that illustrate the kind of issues that can be explored, along with some of the main variations that can be incorporated, and the key potential difficulties that need to be avoided. However, all the simulation results obtained so far are broadly consistent with existing intuitions, and simplified mathematical models, and that instills confidence in being able to take them further with some reliability to explore issues for which our intuitions are not so clear and controversy remains.

More detailed experiments studying further issues for particular species will be reported elsewhere, but it is worth noting at this stage a number of refinements which could be implemented in the presented framework without too much effort. First, relating to the key learning aspect, would be improvements to the way direct learning is parameterized, that are able to accommodate different types of animal learning in a more realistic fashion. For example, there are often sensitive or critical periods for learning, or even crucial sequences of such learning periods, or requirements for “memes” to be acquired in particular orders [14, 35, 50, 86]. Preliminary attempts involving more parameters and different distributions of good and bad memes have resulted in the various trade-offs being re-balanced slightly, but so far no fundamentally different behaviors have emerged. Several different imitation strategies have already been explored in this paper, but there is also scope for exploring conformist strategies that involve copying majority behaviors rather than particular individuals [9, 38, 42], and for more careful consideration of which strategies are appropriate for particular realistic scenarios [56, 69]. Incorporating the potential for associations between good and bad memes and the creation of memeplexes [6, 42], and more realistic mechanisms for dealing with cognitive dissonance [22, 75], are other avenues for future improvements, though it is not clear what fundamentally new life history evolution results might emerge from them.

There are several things that more realistic models will require to refine the management of memes that so far arises by the simulation of natural selection based on the blind addition of meme performance contributions. The details of the processes available to reduce the numbers of bad memes can have a particularly dramatic effect on the simulation results. If insufficient mechanisms are available to remove or correct bad memes, cycles in the imitation rates can arise throughout evolution. For example, when the number of bad memes rises to very high levels, the best strategy may be to stop copying until all the
carriers have died, and then start again in conjunction with direct learning until the same problem arises again [18]. Such strategic switching between social and direct learning has been considered before and is known to be beneficial in other circumstances too [9, 11, 28, 52]. Conscious understanding that certain memes are bad (i.e., contributing negatively to performance), and their consequent deletion, may also be possible, for some species at least. These kinds of critical social learning have already appeared in simplified mathematical models [11, 26, 28], and been shown to have significant consequences. They could easily be studied in more detail within the framework proposed here, but the details will need careful consideration in light of the specific scenarios being simulated, particularly since the simulations reported above have already demonstrated the enormous effect even simple choices of which individuals to imitate can have on what emerges. A further complication, that is increasingly important for humans, is that some learning does not involve direct interaction with either the environment or other individuals, but comes indirectly via information stored in artifacts such as books or websites. Adding such additional sources of memes into the proposed framework would be straightforward, but it will inevitably render the simulations more complex to set up reliably.

Another important issue is that, while individuals are improving their performance by learning, they are often also improving it simply by growing, and that affects many other life history traits such as their physical ability to reproduce or learn particular tasks, and their need for nursing and protection. In principle, such factors would be straightforward to incorporate into the simulations for particular species, and it will be interesting to model how the learning and growing co-evolve with the other life history traits like parental protection. Also, in most species, performance begins a natural physiological-based decline beyond a certain age [37], and incorporating that will lead to more realistic accounts of deaths due to old age. Another factor closely related to life history evolution is the evolution of brain size and complexity [49, 80]. If the brain sizes are allowed to evolve in simulations of the form described above with a fixed number of potential memes, they increase until they can accommodate a full set of memes, as seen in Figure 7. In the evolution of real animals, the meme set is likely to co-evolve with everything else, and the brain sizes will not be able to increase indefinitely to accommodate them, because there are significant costs associated with having larger brains. It is the balancing of those costs against the improved performance resulting from the bigger brain that leads to particular brain sizes emerging [6, 49, 59, 80].

The general simulation framework proposed in this paper has been designed to make it easy to incorporate additional costs associated with any particular parameter, and that would limit the emergent brain sizes in a more realistic fashion. The difficulty is that models of the costs involved here are rather species specific, and care will be needed to implement them accurately enough for the simulations to provide reliable testable predictions.

The most relevant cost for the current study is that of learning itself, and that will clearly depend on the species and what they need to learn to perform well. If direct and imitative learning have significantly different costs, that will shift the balance between them in graphs such as those of Figure 14, but the qualitative pattern is likely to remain the same. If both forms of learning are sufficiently costly, a point may be reached where the learned performance is good enough that further learning ceases to be beneficial. This may be difficult to model, because the costs of learning are likely to depend on the performance levels already achieved. For example, once the initial costly learning to survive and observe
and copy reliably has been completed, further refinement of performance may be relatively cost-free. Moreover, if an infant is being protected, the cost of learning is likely to be less relevant than if they are not, but it may pass an additional cost on to their protectors. The simulations presented in this paper have deliberately not included any costs of learning, in order to provide a clear baseline case. Incorporating such costs in future models will simply require more complex functions to represent the learned performance levels, but identifying suitable functions for particular species and scenarios is likely to require some degree of experimentation, particularly when the models involve the interaction of several different species. It is also becoming clear that active teaching, obviously widespread in humans, is also more common in other animals than previously thought [45, 83], and the costs and benefits of that are further factors that could benefit from more accurate modeling.

Another learning cost issue relates to the interaction between learning and evolution and the Baldwin Effect [3, 23, 81, 85]. The question of whether adaptive learning accelerates or hinders genetic evolution has been much studied [44, 81, 85], but it is the genetic assimilation of learned behaviors [23, 58, 85] that is most relevant to life history evolution here. The essential idea is that if genetic changes can lead to individuals being born “closer” to a good learned behaviour, then the cost of learning that behaviour will be reduced, leading to a selection advantage for that individual. In that way, learned behaviors may gradually become innate. Simple transference of learned neural connection strengths to innate initial neural connection strengths has already been demonstrated in agent-based evolutionary simulations of the type proposed here [14]. Of course, more complicated behaviors will be relatively difficult to encode genetically, and less likely to become assimilated into the genotype, so worrying about the assimilation of many realistic memes will probably not be necessary. Moreover, good adult behaviors will not necessarily be appropriate for new-born individuals, in the same way that learned adult neural connection strengths can be sub-optimal for new-borns [14], and having optimal innate behaviors will be difficult in spatially or temporally changing environments [23], so some lifetime learning will still be required even when perfect genetic assimilation is possible. Nevertheless, genetic assimilation is likely to have been an important issue for the life history evolution of many species, so it will eventually need to be incorporated into the approach proposed in this paper. This may not be easy, but the proposed framework is general enough to accommodate it. Identifying simple-enough memes, or sequences of memes, that might be assimilated, and running simulations with general-enough genotypes to accommodate them, would be the obvious first step, though doing that for any but the simplest species is likely to be challenging. Crispo [23] discusses several species that may provide a profitable starting point for such an endeavor.

Further cost-related issues for future work involve the incorporation of more realistic indirect costs, such as those due to gestation or providing parental support [21], or allowing copying, or being an active teacher [36, 83]. Again, these will all be rather species and environment dependent, influenced by other factors such as the number of children being produced and protected by each individual [53, 60], whether the children are protected by individuals other than their own parents [23, 68], and what restrictions are placed on the protected children (like the no procreation example of Figures 13 and 14). Also relevant here will be the need for a clearer distinction between different types of learned behaviour, and related factors such as their costs, the distribution of the meme performance contributions, and the relative ease of copying particular types of memes.
It is also clear that while humans, and many other animals, do have long childhoods during which they cannot reproduce, there is more to it than simple restrictions imposed by their protecting parents [72, 78]. There are usually unrelated minimum ages for reproduction that are triggered by body weight and other innate factors. Moreover, child survival probabilities, in relation to the costs of pregnancy and child rearing, may also lead to performance related delays to reproduction that are independent of the performance-based selection process. It may simply be more cost effective to delay reproduction until parental performance allows a better chance of child survival. In modern humans, reproduction delays may also be more about acquiring enough wealth than enough learning, though those factors are not unrelated. So, although it is informative to see how learning factors alone can lead to the evolution of protection periods with associated delayed reproduction, in practice it will have co-evolved with various other factors, and it will be a challenge for the future to incorporate those additional factors into the models proposed here to simulate and understand the trade-offs and synergies between them.

Another crucial feature of many real populations is the presence of two distinct genders, potentially with different performance specifications, cooperation and reproduction strategies, selection pressures and mutation rates, and the requirement that parents be of different genders. This will inevitably render the simulations more complex, but the general idea is understood and many aspects have already been explored [74]. Likewise, the interaction and co-evolution of multiple species within a single simulation [31], and the ability of individuals of the same evolved species to cope and compete or cooperate in different or changing cultural situations or physical environments [58].

In conclusion, this paper has presented and tested a general flexible meme-based framework for simulating learning as a factor in life history evolution, explored the effect of various design choices and implementational variations, demonstrated its power for resolving the trade-offs between conflicting factors for some representative cases, and suggested a number of avenues for future research within it. Moreover, the resulting framework is general and powerful enough to enable improved simulations of aspects of social learning and cultural evolution unrelated to life history evolution. Hopefully this framework will stimulate further work in these areas, with future publications presenting the results it generates for more specific and realistic scenarios.
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Figure 1. Initial simulation results when only the protection period is allowed to evolve, and the linear individual learned performance improvement with learning rate $\delta_i$ stops with probability $\rho \delta_i$ at a random performance level in the range $[0,100]$, for $\rho \in \{0, 0.02, 0.05, 0.1\}$. The mean performance levels exhibit the required $\rho$ dependent peaks when plotted as a function of the expected learning time $100/\delta_i$, and the emergent protection periods depend only on the expected learning times.

Figure 2. Initial simulation results when the learning rate $\delta_i$ and protection period are both allowed to evolve. The mean evolved expected learning time (ELT) $100/\delta_i$ and protection period both increase with the learning task difficulty parameter $\rho$ (left). The median learning performance increases with age differently for the evolved protection period (Ev.) and three fixed periods (1, 10, 20), for $\rho = 0.04$ and evolved $\delta_i$ (right).
Figure 3. Meme-based simulated evolution of the imitation rate $\alpha_t$ (left), and the corresponding change in average individual performance throughout evolution (right), for 20 runs of the baseline imitation-only models with $M = 500$ memes and fixed relatively small brain capacities $B_i = 100$.

Figure 4. Average numbers of good and bad memes known by individuals throughout evolution (left), and individual performance against age in a typical population after the evolution has stabilized (right), for 20 runs of the baseline imitation-only simulation with $M = 500$ memes and fixed relatively small brain capacities $B_i = 100$. 
Figure 5. Average numbers of good and bad memes known by individuals throughout evolution, for imitation only of individuals’ own parents (left), and imitation selection based only on performance-independent cultural values (right), for 20 runs of the imitation-only simulation with $M = 500$ memes and fixed relatively small brain capacities $B_i = 100$. 
Figure 6. Evolution of average meme counts for imitation-only simulations with fixed brain capacities $B$ large enough to accommodate a complete set of memes, for $B = M/2 = 250$ (top-left) and $B = M/2 = 100$ (top-right). Imitating high-performing rather than random individuals decreases the proportion of bad memes, shown for $B = M/2 = 250$ (bottom-left). Decreasing the meme injection rate increases the proportion of bad memes, shown for $B = M/2 = 100$ (bottom-right).
Figure 7. Typical imitation-only simulation in which the brain sizes $B_i$ evolve alongside the imitation rates $\alpha_i$, for $M = 200$ memes. A “mimetic transition” occurs after about 400,000 years, at which point the population average brain size $\bar{B}$ (top-left), imitation frequency $\alpha_i\phi B_i$ (top-right), performance (bottom-left) and meme counts (bottom-right) suddenly increase dramatically and then level off into a stable state.
Figure 8. Evolution of average individual performance (left) and meme counts (right) for copying fidelity $f = 0.99$ (i.e., 1% errors) with $M = 500$ memes and fixed relatively small brain capacities $B_i = 100$. There is a clear degradation in performance compared with the corresponding perfect copying case shown in Figures 3 and 4.

Figure 9. Evolution of the average meme counts for various levels of copying fidelity, when the copied individuals are chosen according to their performance, rather than randomly as for Figures 3, 4 and 8.
Figure 10. Variation in average evolved performances (left), imitation rates $\alpha_i$ (middle) and meme counts (right) as the copying fidelity worsens, for performance-based imitation as in Figure 9.

Figure 11. Evolution of average meme counts with performance-based imitation for three alternative forms of 1% copying errors: to a random worse meme ($x \to [-1, x]$), to a random bad meme ($x \to [-1, 0]$), and to a meme with performance contribution one unit less ($x \to x - 1$).
Figure 12. Evolution of average learning rate $\delta_i$ (left), and average numbers of good and bad memes known by individuals (right), for 20 runs of the meme-based simulation with direct learning only.

Figure 13. Evolution of average learning rate $\delta_i$ (left), and average protection period (right), for 20 runs of the meme-based simulations with direct learning only and evolved protection periods during which procreation is not allowed.
Figure 14. Average evolved direct learning rate $\delta_i$ and imitation rate $\alpha_i$ across the final populations for the cases of No Protection, Protection, and Protection with PWP, as a function of fixed copying fidelity $f$. Also shown are the corresponding evolved protection periods for the standard Protection case.
Figure 15. Average final population performances (left) and average final adult population performances (right) for the cases of No Protection, Protection, and Protection with PWP, as a function of the fixed copying fidelity $f$ for the simulations of Figure 14. (For clarity, the graphs have different scales and the error bars represent standard errors rather than standard deviations.)